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300 responses were collected from varied set of

Learning queues to the retailers from
modern formats of retailing – A
study in district headquarters of
Karnataka, India

customers visiting organized and traditional
and/or retail outlets (for food, grocery and
cosmetics) in six district headquarters of

Dr. Nagaraj B. V*, & Dr. Gireesh Y M*,

Karnataka through a structured questionnaire.

Abstract

Data subjected to factor analysis using principal

According to IBEF 2017 report, retail industry

components

in India is one of the most dynamicand fast

variance and five factors (Offers/Discounts,

paced industries which account for over 10% of

Accessibility of cards/Mobile banking, Ample

GDP and around 8% of the employment and

varieties & entertaining ambience, All under

India is the fastest growing retail and world’s

one roof and Freeness in selection of product) in

fifth-largest global destination in the retail

traditional retail stores that make the customer

space. Despite of the accolades, retailers in

to look for modern outlets; and 72.661%

developing markets like India are vexing to

explained variance and four factors (emotional

address the shifting preferences of customers

trapping, reach at convenience, More shopping

through the design of modern retail formats.

time and No credit facility) modern retail malls

Though

are

that influence customer to resort to the

disinclined to acclimatize to newer formats,

traditional kirana shops.100 responses collected

there are evidences of constant learning and

from traditional retail owners to assess key

transformed visibility in the market place. The

learnings and changes that they have made in

concern involves a bottomless thought of the

their retail shops after the entry of corporate

factors prompting consumer behavior in the

retail chains since 10 years revealed that 76% of

retail sector. The study has been carried out to

them have made their stores lean and product

cognize the store features that impact the

specific in line with the demand of next door

preference and change of retail storeby the

customer.

many

traditional

retailers

revealed

75.306%

explained

consumer as per his/her choice. The study brings
out the factors that influence the consumer to

Collectively the investigation results in a

move towards / awayfrom expecting shoppers

conclusion that retail industry in India is

(retailers) who may be organized, traditional or

growing with highly innovative approaches

mix of both.

initiated by modern retail formats that are
providing huge opportunity to learn for
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traditional retailers in terms of knowing their

Euromonitor International’s report for the year

customer preferences from time to time and

2019 remarks on traditional grocery retailers in

change accordingly, which in turn make all

India that, the consumer base for kirana stores is

retailers alert of changing times so that demand

expected to remain stable; traditional grocery

for their shops remain ever alive.

retailers remains highly fragmented; Kirana
stores face challenges from modern grocery

Key-words: Traditional Retail, Change,

retailers in first-tier cities. This is the base to

Learning, Customer Preferences, Shopping

investigate in near to tier-2 cities in Karnataka

experience

(district head quarters), where the organized

Introduction

retail shopping is not appreciated much as in
metropolitans.

As per the sources from India Brand Equity
Foundation (IBEF), the Indian retail industry

Literature Review

has emerged as one of the most dynamic and
fast-paced industries due to the entry of several

Piyush Kumar Sinha and Sanjay Kumar Kar

new players. Total consumption expenditure is

(2007) in their working paper discuss various

expected to reach nearly US$ 3,600 billion by

challenges and opportunities for retailers of the

2020 from US$ 1,824 billion in 2017. Retail

country and go on about the governments

market in India is projected to grow from an

initiative and the different scenarios and

estimated US$ 672 billion in 2017 to US$ 1,200

technological innovations adopted by corporate

billion in 2021F. Online retail sales are

retail players that can make changes in the

forecasted to grow at the rate of 31 per cent year-

mindset of retailers in terms of quality of

on-year to reach US$ 32.70 billion in 2018.

service, creation of conducive ambience etc.,
Euromonitor reports of 2019 tell about more

With Government’s decision to permit 100%

challenges for traditional retailers in tier-1

FDI in retail sector, rating agency Crisil expects

cities. However the effect is not much in other

share of organized retail to grow from 7% in

cities, which are under learning and change

2018 to 10% by 2020.

process with very few organized stores
operating in these cities.
B.B. Goyal, M Agarwal (2009) find five out of
13 retail segments which are doing very well
7
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with organized formats of selling goods and

modern retailing in India has not even crossed

services in India. Authors also list 10 such retail

the 10 per cent mark.

segments according to the order of their
With the inputs from literature on growth of

importance. Through their research the authors

retail industry in India in organized and /or

opine that despite economic slowdown, Indian

unorganized formats, the intent of this research

retail market is phenomenally growing with

paper is to find out the factors that influence

organized as well as unorganized retail formats

customers

of selling goods to customers.

to

choose

organized

and/or

unorganized retail shops which influence
balanced blend of shopping from customers

Lakshmi Narayana K et. al. (2019) in their

besides ensuring growth in both the formats.

study identified factors such as location
convenience,

goodwill,

credit

Further the intent of this work is to identify the

facility,

ways found/lessons learnt by unorganized

bargaining, loose items, convenient timings, and

retailers from organized retailers in retaining

home delivery are attracting customers towards

their

unorganized retail. In addition “customized

customers

besides

attracting

new

customers to their shops.

services” and “easy goods return/exchange

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

facilities” drive a customer towards kirana
stores, where as “product choice”, “efficient•
store- management” and “value enhancing

To identify the factors that influence customers

services” attract customers towards modern

(Malls/Hypermarkets) to traditional retail stores

retailers.

(Kirana Shops)

B Anjan Kumar and AV Satyanarayana Rao•

To identify the factors that influence customers

(2018) in their research paper "Evolution of

to shift from traditional retail stores (Kirana

retail sector in India" state that Local kirana

Shops)

stores and street hawkers will however continue

(Malls/Hypermarkets)

to dominate the food and grocery market with a•

To understand the learning / strategy adopted by

90 per cent plus share, even in 2025. Although,

traditional retailers in competing organized

consumption is on the rise and most formats of

retail stores

to

retail are proliferating in important developing
markets, yet the penetration of large format
8
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METHODOLOGY

coming from mix of near, medium and far-off

As food and grocery segment of retailing

places (distant corners) of the city under study

constitute about 66% of the total in India

to an organized retail outlet in targeted district

(Source: Technopak India Retail Market 2013:

head quarters.

Delloite), the study was focused on this segment

Data Analysis: Factor and frequency analyses

alone. To know the customers preferences

of collected data was carried out using SPSS

towards organized and/or unorganized retail

21.0.

shopping, accordingly 10 district head quarters

Results

covering geographical region of Karnataka state
were chosen considering presence of good

For the present study, 13 variables of customer

number of organized retail outlets operating in

preferences in favor of organized retail units and

those locations. From the targeted organized

10 variables of customer preferences against

retail outlets 30 respondents who are the

shopping at organized retail outlets were

customers of these retail stores were asked about

examined. The responses were collected on 5-

their frequency of visits, why they prefer

point Likert scale and subjected to factor

organized stores over traditional /unorganized

analysis.

retail outlets (or Kiraana stores) and /or why

measure of sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s

they prefer Kiraana stores over organized retail

test of sphericity tests (0.733) ensured adequacy

outlets. The data was collected between 15th

(p-value of 0.001) of data for factor analysis.

Sept to December 10th of 2019.

The details of factor analysis is discussed from

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)

Table-1 to Table-4.
To trace the impact of organized retail stores on
unorganized ones, 10 unorganized retailers from

In the beginning when customers at organized

the chosen district head quarters were asked

retail outlets at designated district head quarters

about the key learning from organized retail

were asked about their intent of visiting

outlets that influenced them to turnaround their

organized retail outlets, it is found that about

way of making business in attracting or

23.4% customers visit these outlets to buy all

retaining their customers.

goods (monthly ration) necessary for the month;
17% of customers visit these shops as a part of

Sampling procedure: The data was collected

recreation

using stratified random sampling method, where

with

family

&

friends.

32%

customers visit shopping malls to buy some

the strata was identified as the customers
9
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select items that are cheaper than in other retail
stores and about 27.4% customers visit

Chart-2: Annual frequency of
customer visits to Organized
Retail Stores11.7
11.7 11.7

organized retail stores only during offers and

12.0

discounts season. From this frequency analysis

11.5

(Chart-1) one can make out the fact that

11.0 10.7

11.3 11.4

10.4
9.9

10.0

because of loyal customers but because of

11.3

10.9

10.5

organized retail shops keep growing not much

Vol-1, No-3

9.5

floating population who like both organized as

9.0

well as unorganized retail formats according to

8.5

their perceived/practical convenience.

35.0
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0

Chart-1: Intent of customers' (%)
visiting organized
retail stores
32.1
27.4

Factors

23.4

influencing

customers

to

like

organized retail stores

17.1

Customers response on why they feel shifting
from traditional to organized retail for certain
reasons were identified as influencing factors in
table-1 using the responses collected on 5-point
Likert scale and subjecting the data for factor
analysis.
It is found through factor analysis that about

Further frequency analysis into the average

75.308% (Table-1) of variance is explained by

number of customer visits to an organized retail

5-factors

stores across the identified places in a year

Accessibility

reveal that on an average frequency of customer

Entertaining shopping experience (Combination

visits to these stores is about 12.i.e., once in a

of ample variety, entertainment and presence of

month(Chart-2). However it slightly varies

ice-cream parlors), availability of all items

between cities under study

under one roof and scope for personal selection
10
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of products which influence customers to like
organized/modern retail formats (Table-2).

Vol-1, No-3

Extraction Method: Principal
Analysis with Varimix rotation.
Source: Primary data

Component

Table-1: Total Variance Explained [Favoring
Factors

Organized Retail]

influencing

customers

to

like

Unorganized retail stores
When customers response data on why they feel
shifting

from

organized

to

unorganized/traditional retail were analyzed, it
is found through factor analysis that 72.661%
(Table-3) of variance is explained by 4-factors
such as Emotional trapping (Combination of
stimulating ambience to buy, too much
monitoring of customers on shopping floor,
more than necessary buying and offers only on
bulk buying), laborious shopping experience
(combination of more time spent in shopping, no
Table-2:

Rotated

Component

Matrix

[Favoring Organized Retail]

scope for order processing/home delivery and
long queues for weighing and billing), away
from convenient reach and no credit facility are
the factors which influence customers to shift
themselves to unorganized/traditional retail
stores (Table-4).
Table-3: Total Variance Explained [Favoring
Unorganized Retail]
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Learning Queues to the unorganized retailers
Table-2:

Rotated

Component

Matrix

[Favoring Unorganized Retail]

from modern formats of retailing
100 traditional retail unit owners across to
sample cities of the state were asked about the
key learning that they have adopted by
observing modern retail formats in order to
attract or retain their customers were found to be
Creating better visibility of products on shelves,
using electronic balance for weighing items,

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis
with Varimix rotation.
Source: Primary data

By knowing the influencing factors that
influence customers to go for organized or
traditional retail shops clarify the fact that in
India, customers do make their buying decision
according to their practical convenience rather
than sticking him/herself to the only format,
which indeed make customers to like both
formats of retailing. Since India is a growing
economy with young population and dual source
of earning per family is increasing, the average
disposable income per family keeps increasing.
As a result of it, as the new extensions and
townships increase, there will be a growth of
traditional retail shops unlike that of organized

computerized billing, providing credit facility to
the trustworthy customers, stocking & selling
only fast moving goods, Order processing
through list, phone, SMS or Watsapp messages,
taking bulk orders against advance booking,
Order processing, packing and home delivery of
customer goods addition of product category
into their Kiraana shops (like milk distribution
agency, photocopying, selling ice-creams and
mobile currency recharge) and bill processing
through mobile banking etc.,. These are the
changes that have taken place over a period of
10 recent years when modern retailing started
stepping into cities and district head quarters.
The matrix

of multiple responses

from

traditional retail shoppers is presented in table5.

ones which require huge capital. Thus it may be
inferred that the growth of retail market in either

Table-5: Changes learnt and adopted by
traditional retailers from modern retail

format is bound to grow.

formats
12
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Recommendations


There are ample opportunities to learn
for traditional retail players to learn from
organized retailers.



There is a huge scope for both organized
and unorganized retail markets in India
if they constantly go on learning and
adapting changes to the changing
scenario.

* Milk distribution agency, Photocopying,
Selling ice-creams and mobile currency

Conclusion
The set of factors influencing customers towards

It may be observed from table-5 that changes
such as Creating better visibility of products on
shelves and using electronic balance to the
extent 88% and 97% respectively indicate huge
and loud change; Timely Order processing

organized retail and those influencing customers
to switch over to traditional retail shops are
mutually exclusive of each other and hence the
market remain prospective for both kind of
retailers.

WatsApp

Infinite growth opportunities are present in

messages(58%) and Bill processing through

Indian Retail industry, where organized retail

Mobile Banking Apps (46%) give much better

apply innovation and technology to reach the

mileage for traditional retailers than organized

customers and provide scope for traditional

retail stores in attracting and retaining customer

retailers to make gradual changes. Though the

base, which indicate openness to learn and adapt

growth rate is surging for organized retail in

latest technologies in business by traditional

tier-1 cities of the country, there still remains

retailers. Other lessons such as Taking bulk

90% of retail market which is unorganized and

orders

open for continuous learning and evolution of

through

list,

against

phone,

SMS

advance

or

booking,

Order

processing, packing and home delivery of

ever

customer goods and Addition of product

requirements at his/her doorsteps, which can

categories* into their Kiraana shops are time

make sea change in the attitudes of both retailers

inspired local remedies by traditional retail

and consumers at large.

players in outplaying the competition.
13
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